CASE STUDY

PROVIDING SECURE END USER ACCESS, OBJECT STORAGE FILE
SERVICES, GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE FOR A TOP TIER
FINANCIAL SERVICES FIRM
THE ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC AND CLOUDIAN HYPERSTORE OBJECT STORAGE.

CHALLENGE
This File Fabric ﬁnancial services customer is one of the largest investment and custodial
banks in the world with over 75 oﬃces across the globe – from North American to Europe,
Asia and beyond.
The bank had two critical issues to address which resulted from an internal bank audit. First,
a critical portfolio risk management application was working oﬀ a local server, which was a
single point of failure. The bank would not tolerate this for this strategic app. Secondly, the
permission structure implemented was inadequate given the sensitivity of the data. Teams
assigned to accounts had access to data in accounts they were not supposed to be able to
view – resulting in what is known as excess privileges.

USE CASE AND SOLUTION
The bank went through an extensive evaluation process and eventually selected Cloudian
HyperStore object storage for the data platform and the Enterprise File Fabric for the user
access, ﬁle services, and security layer. From a data storage perspective, Cloudian provided
exceptionally reliable, redundant, and distributed storage. The data is now spread across
three separate nodes in three physical data centers. Any node can go down and the bank
will not lose data, addressing one of the key requirements from the audit.
The File Fabric deployment encompasses local development and testing environments, with
production environments across two data centers and a load balancer to distribute
processing and handle system failures.
The File Fabric provides a range of ﬁle services for users not available on object storage
natively. From an application perspective, the native REST API provided the mechanism to
migrate the application from the NAS to the object storage.
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The File Fabric application is integrated with the Bank’s Users and Groups which are
managed by Active Directory Identity Access Management and requires multi-factor
authentication to login. The File Fabric provides a graphical user interface that can be used to
assign account teams to the groups inherited from Active Directory.
The File Fabric enables the users / groups to be assigned NTFS-like permissions to buckets
and folders (preﬁxes) on the object storage. As with NTFS, the File Fabric provides both
inheritance and the ability to break inheritance on folders (preﬁxes). This made for the easy
assignation/deﬁnition of permissions and aids with quick changes as the business evolves.
Attempting to Implement typical S3 IAM policies would have been much slower, error-prone,
and less adaptable. The Managing Director on the project said his “development and product
team were up to speed after just a couple demo/training sessions.”

RESULTS
The transition to the File Fabric was easy for the users on the account teams. The bank uses
the File Fabric Cloud Drive, which make data in Cloudian look and behave like a network drive
in Windows Explorer. From the user perspective, the MD said: “that was the big win for us.
We migrated the data to object storage, and it was completely transparent to our users. It
worked just like it did before. To the users, it is just another home drive”.
When asked about his experience with SME professional services and support teams, the MD
said: “it is excellent, no questions asked. They are always very responsive. I would be happy
to recommend The Enterprise File Fabric to other ﬁnancial services ﬁrms.”
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ABOUT

STORAGE MADE EASY®
Storage Made Easy provides a software solution, the
Enterprise File Fabric™, which unites on-cloud and onpremises ﬁle and object storage infrastructure indexing
ﬁle and object metadata and content. The metadata is
used to build a global ﬁle system and enforce compliance

USA +1 415 477 1053

with current and incoming legislation and provide

UK +44 20 8212 7316

enhanced cybersecurity against data challenges such as
PHI / PII exposure and ransomware attacks, whilst also
accelerating end user and system workﬂows.

EU +41 435 080 078
sales@storagemadeeasy.com
Free hosted and enterprise trials available from
www.storagemadeeasy.com

The metadata catalogue is kept up to date in real-time
and provides a single uniﬁed entry point to corporate
data, providing access to over 60 ﬁle and object storage
solutions, including Windows Filers, SAN, NAS, Amazon,
Azure and Google Cloud, whereby legacy and new data
repositories can be accessed and controlled from a single
pane of glass.
The company is backed by Moore Strategic Ventures, LLC,
the private investment vehicle of Louis M. Bacon, in
addition to entrepreneurs in the London market
insurance industry, who have previously successfully sold
their company to a listed peer.
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